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Review of Chalk Cored Boreholes for Feeder 9 – River Humber Pipeline
Replacement Project GI
1. Introduction
Following discussions with Andrew Thrower of Capita, Rory Mortimore of ChalkRock Ltd
has been instructed to review the GI data collected for the Feeder 9 – River Humber Pipeline
Replacement Project GI with respect to the Chalk cored-boreholes. An agreed scope of works
includes:





Review the data acquired
Select boreholes to log
Log the cores from the selected boreholes held at Soil Engineering Laboratories in
Leeds
Report on the results of the logging and comment particularly on stratigraphy, Chalk
CIRIA grades and Chalk densities

Access to the reports and data has been made available and downloaded via the Capita FTP
site and includes GI data from Soil Engineering in 4 volumes:




Contractor’s BH logs
Photographs of core-samples
Results from the geophysical borehole logging

The findings from the review are to be summarized in a report(s) and a preliminary report to
be delivered by the week ending Friday 14th November 2014.
Following the review and selection of boreholes to log a core-logging exercise was
undertaken at the offices of Soil Engineering in Leeds on 23rd to 28th October 2014.
2. Structure of the review
A key part of the review is the assessment of acquired data. The most fundamental part of any
investigation is the information provided by cored boreholes as this is the only ‘ground-truth’
around which the geophysical surveys, geotechnical field tests and geotechnical test data can
be evaluated and correlations made. Identifying the detailed lithostratigraphy of the site also
allows patterns within the site to be assessed and links made to possible similar geology and
ground conditions in onshore geological exposures such as the coastal cliff exposures at
Flamborough Head.
This review focuses first on the borehole logs and logging and then on the geotechnical
parameters and wider geology in the following order:




Comparing borehole logs with the core photographs to check the lithostratigraphy,
fracturing and CIRIA grade
Checking the distribution of index properties against the stratigraphy and distribution
of these properties over the site
In the process of checking the above, relate lithologies and index properties to the
broader geological setting of the Humber Replacement Pipeline site.
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Finally, compare all results with any relevant onshore geology in north Lincolnshire
and the Yorkshire Wolds.

Figure 1. Location of cored boreholes across the Humber Replacement Pipeline site .
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3. Comparing borehole logs with the core photographs to check the lithostratigraphy,
fracturing and CIRIA grade
The distribution of cored boreholes across the site (Figure 1) is taken from the information
provided by Capita. Each core-log has been reviewed, particularly with respect to chalk
description, identification of flint bands and marl seams and with respect to fracturing and
CIRIA grade (Appendix 1). The boreholes selected for logging are those shown in blue script
at 18 point size.
3.1 Core logs and core photographs
A graphic log for each of the selected cored boreholes showing stratigraphical details,
fracture distribution and CIRIA grades has been prepared and attached (Appendix 2). A
summary of the comments for each borehole log is shown in Table 1. More detailed analyses
are contained on the logs.
3.2 Chalk stratigraphy
Lithological evidence obtained from the cores included the following:
1. Bands of carious flints in boreholes L01, L03, and L06 (Figure 4)
2. Bands of pale grey and black flints in boreholesL05, L06 and M01
3. Band of white flints in boreholes M01, M03, and M05 at the change in lithology from
flinty chalk below to non-flinty chalk above (Figure 5)
4. Thinly bedded chalk with numerous marl seams, stylolites and bedding joints
associated with numerous inclined conjugate fractures in boreholes M05, M08, M11,
M19, L16A, L14, L18 and L15
5. Bands of white flint in boreholes L16A, and L15 at a high stratigraphic level withinb
the Flamborough Chalk
These lithological observations compare directly with the deep, fully-cored, research
boreholes drilled by the British Geological Survey (Berridge and Pattison, 1994) in the
Humber Estuary immediately east of the Humber Pipeline site (Figure 2). In particular the
presence of a band of white flints at the change from non-flinty to flinty chalk is a common
feature marking the boundary between the Burnham Chalk Formation with numerous flint
bands (including carious flints) and the Flamborough Chalk Formation above without flints
(see also Mortimore, 2014). Similarly, the band of white flints high in the Flamborough
Chalk Formation (Figure 2) helps place boreholes L16A and L15 at the same horizon high in
the Flamborough Chalk (Figures 2 and 3). In addition, beds with the trace fossil Chondrites
(L14, L15, L16a and L18), bands of fossil inoceramid shells and a special bed with the
bivalve oyster fossil Pseudoperna boucheroni (BHM19) help place the boreholes within the
Flamborough Chalk stratigraphy (i.e. within the Sewerby Member of the Flamborough Chalk
Formation).
In addition to the lithological succession in the Humber Pipeline borehole cores macrofossils
appear to be common at some horizons including crinoids such as Marsupites testudinarius,
fossil bivalve inoceramid species and fossil sponges all typical of the Sewerby Member of the
Flamborough Chalk Formation (M19, L14, L15, L16a and L18).
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The carious flints in boreholes L01, L03, and L06 are typical of the Burnham Chalk
Formation above the Ulceby Marl, placing these boreholes in the higher part of that
formation.

Figure 2. The Humber Pipeline Chalk-cored boreholes logged by RNM placed in provisional
stratigraphical position in relation to the British Geological Survey deep cored boreholes in
the Humber Estuary area (based on Berridge and Pattison, 1994; Mortimore, 2014).
6
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Figure 3. Geological cross-section along the line of the Humber Pipeline North-South across
the Humber Estuary.
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Figure 4. Carious flints in the upper Burnham Chalk Formation, BH L01. Note how
fragmented the core is compared with the original core photographs in the Soil Engineering
Report

Figure 5. Grey flints at the top of the Burnham Chalk and white flints at the base of the
Flamvborough Chalk, BH L06.
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3.3 Chalk Fracturing and CIRIA grade
A combination of core-logging and original core photographs has been used to identify the
degree of fracturing and probable CIRIA grade of the chalk. Drilling induced fracturing and
fragmentation of core and the normal core destruction caused by previous core-logging has
meant that the results are presented as a best estimate of grade.
3.3.1 Bedding and bedding joints Burnham Chalk Formation
Bedding in the Burnham Chalk Formation is roughly defined by irregular subhorizontal
stylolites (Figures 6 and 7), particularly well preserved in borehole L03. Flint bands also help
define bedding, however most of these are nodular flint bands. Some tabular to semi-tabular
flints may be present. There are few well developed marl seams in this uppermost part of the
Burnham Chalk in contrast to the overlying Flamborough Chalk Formation.

Figure 6. Bedding and bedding joints in the Burnham Chalk Formation, BH L03.Core splits
unevenly along stylolitic bedding surfaces.
Stylolitic bedding joints are closely to very closely spaced and tend to be closed at depth
except where drilling has opened the surfaces (Figures 6 and 7) yielding a grade A5 chalk
based on horizontal fractures. Widely spaced, clean to striated/mineralized, closed inclined
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fractures, for example below 25.00 m depth in BH L03, yield a CIRIA grade A1 chalk for
vertical and inclined fractures (e.g. Figure 7).

Figure 7. Bedding and bedding joints in the Burnham Chalk Formation, BH L03.Core splits
unevenly along stylolitic bedding surfaces. There are relatively few, widely to very widely
spaced inclined fractures (grade A1 for these fractures).
3.3.2 Bedding, bedding joints and inclined fractures, Flamborough Chalk Formation
In contrast to the underlying Burnham Chalk, the Flamborough Chalk contains no regular
flint bands (just two horizons of white flints) and is generally much more thinly bedded with
numerous bedding joints, some grey, dusty stained, others with dark grey to black clay
minerals and/or stylolites. Numerous grey-green marl seams comprising ‘plastic’ clay
minerals are also present (Figures 8 and 9).
A feature of the Flamborough Chalk is the alternation of more thickly bedded chalk
represented by solid core and RQD (Figures 8 and 9) with thinly bedded chalk (e.g. Figures
10 and 11). Mechanically, the thinly bedded units split easily along the bedding surfaces
(Figure 12) despite being closed hence any grade (A,B,C) will have the suffix 4/5 for
horizontal fractures.
A further feature of the Flamborough Chalk is the presence of conspicuous inclined,
conjugate fractures, usually mineralized (with calcite and clay minerals), polished and
striated (Figure 13). Based on boreholes such as M19 (80 inclined fractures in 39.00 m =
average fracture spacing of 487 mm) and L18 (22 inclined fractures in 19 m = average
fracture spacing of 950 mm) the CIRIA grade suffix for these fractures will be 1 or 2.
There are, therefore, two CIRIA grades to apply to the Humber Pipeline boreholes
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Figure 8. Bedding and bedding joints in the Flamborough Chalk Formation, BH L15 and core
fragmenting around bedding joints. Thin, grey-green plastic clayey marl seams are common
in the Flamborough Chalk.

Figure 9. Thin marl seams in the Flamborough Chalk Formation, BH L14 in solid core with
high percentage of RQD, CIRIA grade A1/2. Drilling has induced fractures along bedding
planes and core has broken-up around an inclined fracture, all originally closed.
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Figure 10. Thin, closed, stylolitic marly bedding surfaces in the Flamborough Chalk
Formation, BH L14 in solid core with high percentage of RQD, CIRIA grade A1/2. Drilling
has induced fractures along bedding planes.

Figure 11. Thin, closed, stylolitic marly bedding surfaces in the Flamborough Chalk
Formation, BH L14 in solid core with high percentage of RQD, CIRIA grade for the closed
horizontal bedding joints is A4. Drilling has induced fractures to open along bedding planes.
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Figure 11. Thin, closed, stylolitic marly bedding surfaces in the Flamborough Chalk
Formation, BH L14. CIRIA grade for the slightly open horizontal bedding joints is B4/A4.
Drilling has induced fractures to open more widely along bedding planes.

Figure 12. Flamborough Chalk splits easily along horizontal bedding surfaces which have a
dusting of clay minerals and well preserved trace fossils.
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Figure 13. Typical inclined conjugate mineralized, polished, striated fractures in the
Flamborough Chalk Formation. Average spacing c. 400 mm CIRIA grade suffix 2
4. Intact Dry Density (IDD)
A key index of potential mechanical behaviour of chalk is its Intact Dry Density (IDD). This
is assessed using the CIRIA descriptive method (Lord, Clayton and Mortimore, 2002).
Generally, standard lumps of chalk from the Humber Pipeline borehole cores could not be
broken by hand pressure and the geological pick just penetrated or dented the surface of the
cores. To break samples required several hammer blows for hand-held samples. These results
suggest that most of the Chalk is of high to very high density (probably >2.0 Mg/m3). Even
the degraded lumps of core in the top core- runs in the Burnham Chalk boreholes L01-L06,
required several hammer blows to break. The exception is a weaker, ‘damper’ layer within
the Flamborough Chalk (e.g. BH M19 around 35 m depth; BH M11 around 25 m depth).
5. Weathering
Weathering of the Chalk at the Humberside Pipeline site has been recorded on the core-logs
in terms of the degree of orange iron-staining on joints and within the chalk-material (e,g.
Figure 14). This staining suggests that moving groundwater is present at the site carrying
iron-minerals. It is uncertain how much the chjalk has been weakened by this weathering.
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Figure 14. Weathering of the Chalk at the Humber Pipeline site illustrated by the degree of
iron-staining on joints and internally in the Chalk in Borehole L06 on the south side of the
scheme.
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6. Comparison with relevant onshore geology in Lincolnshire and East Yorkshire
The evidence from the Humber Pipeline cores suggests that the best onshore analogues for
this site are from Flamborough Head, East Yorkshire, at North Sea Landings, through
Selwicks Bay for the upper part of the Burnham Chalk and from South Landings to Sewerby
for the Flamborough Chalk. These geological exposures illustrate the typical lithologies,
bedding structure and fracture characteristics of the Chalk. In addition, the sections at Danes
Dyke illustrate the typical weathered structure of the Flamborough Chalk (illustrated in
Mortimore, 2014).

7. Discussion
The Chalk lithologies and formations at the Humber Pipeline site are directly comparable
with deep cored boreholes in the area and with coastal cliff exposures on the Yorkshire Coast
around Flamborough Head. These similarities include
1. The thickness and types of lithology in the main formations
2. A weakly nodular Burnham Chalk succession
3. The types of flint, grey northern type flints and carious flints in the Burnham Chalk
Formation
4. A non-flinty Flamborough Chalk Succession except for two horizons of white flint
5. Thinly bedded Flamborough Chalk with numerous marl seams, marly bedding joints
and stylolites yielding tilestones.
In addition, the range of density (IDD) estimated from the Humber Pipeline cores is very
similar to consistently high density and very high density Northern Province Chalk (e.g.
>2.0 Mg/m3, Varley, 1990). Density classifications on the core logs need to be supported
by the descriptive evidence (e.g. ease of breaking by hand or with a geological hammer).
The distribution of CIRIA grade in terms of fracture aperture and fracture frequency is
difficult to determine from drilling degraded and previously logged core. Nevertheless, all
cores appeared to illustrate a rapid change over a few metres from weathered, degraded
chalk at the contact with overlying Quaternary sediments to well structured, clean grade
A chalk with probably closed fractures.
Horizontal bedding joints appear to have a marked impact on the ease of splitting the
Flamborough Chalk Formation and these have been given a separate CIRIA grade to the
conspicuous inclined fractures

8. Conclusions
Logging the borehole cores confirmed the presence of the two Chalk formations identified on
the contractor’s logs. The Burnham Chalk Formation is present on the south bank of the
Humber and immediately offshore and the overlying Flamborough Formation is present over
the whole offshore section and on the north bank of the Humber (Figure 2).
The change down-section from chalks with numerous marl seams and stylolitic marl zones to
white chalk with fewer marl seams, numerous flint bands and stylolites is the major clue to
the stratigraphy. This same lithological succession is widely recognized in the Northern
16
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Province of the Lincolnshire and Yorkshire Wolds as the change down section from the
Flamborough Chalk Formation with marl seams (e.g. Flamborough Head), to pure white
chalks with flint bands (the Burnham Chalk Formation).
Mechanically, the frequency of bedding joints in the Flamborough Chalk, yielding tilestones,
suggests that this chalk splits more easily than the Burnham Chalk and requires a separate
CIRIA grading represented by the suffix to the grades A-C.
Additionally, the Flamborough Chalk is characterized by inclined conjugate usually
mineralized, polished and striated fractures with a frequency of about 0.5 m.
Intact Dry Density (IDD) estimated using the CIRIA method suggests the majority of the
Chalk is high to very high density.
Weathering, represented by stained fractures and internally stained chalk is particularly
strongly developed in the Burnham Chalk cores on the south side of the scheme.

R.N. Mortimore

13th November 2014
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Table 1. Borehole analyses of core photographs and geophysics based on descriptions
given in the GI Report
BOREHOLE L01
Formation
Depths/Level Comments
RQD %
IDD or
UCS/other
m
Depth m
Specific
MN/m2
Gravity
Ws %
Mg/m3
Burnham
Entered chalk Chalk with
0% to 21 m Ws 30%
Described as
Chalk Fm
at 12.00 m
flint bands
IDD
very weak to
Flint bands,
27.90 m EoB and
described
weak
thin marls and
fragmented
as medium
stylolites
core to
density
24.20;
No
geophysics
BOREHOLE L02
Burnham
Entered chalk Chalk with
Described
Described as
Chalk Fm
at 10.00 m
flint bands,
as medium very weak to
Flint bands,
28.00 m EoB and
density
weak
thin marls and
fragmented
stylolites
core to
23.50;
No
geophysics
BOREHOLE
Burnham
Chalk Fm
Flint bands,
thin marls and
stylolites

L03
Entered chalk Chalk with
at 10.50 m
flint bands,
(some very
47.00 m EoB large marker
flints)

Described
as medium
to high
density

Described as
weak
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Good core
with
geophysics
Occ
conjugate jts
BOREHOLE L04

Some core
photos
missing?
Burnham
Entered chalk Chalk with
Chalk Fm
at 13.80 m
flint bands,
Flint bands,
and
thin marls and 25.80 m EoB fragmented
stylolites
core to
25.80;
No
geophysics
BOREHOLE L05
Some core
photos
missing?
Possibly just
Entered chalk Below 19.00
Flamborough at 13.70 m
m
Ck? In top
fragmented
cores
31.55 m EoB Chalk with
Below 17 m
grey flint
Burnham Ck
bands,
No image
logs?
BOREHOLE L06
South Bank
Possibly just
Entered chalk Chalk with
Flamborough at 12.60 m
grey/white
Ck? In top
flint bands
cores
37.35 m EoB and marl
Below 17 m
seams
Burnham Ck
BOREHOLE L08
North Bank
Entered chalk No core
at 9.70 m
photos?
No
15.00 m EoB geophysics
BOREHOLE L14
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck
at
with marker
30.50 m
marl seams
and inclined
53.50 m EoB conjugate jts
No
geophysics
BOREHOLE L15

Fragmented
core – how
was CIRA
grading
achieved?

RQD
0-50%

Described
as medium
to high
density

Described as
weak

Described
as medium
density
chalk

Described as
Very weak to
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
chalk

Described as
Very weak to
weak

Described as
structureless
very weak

Described
as medium
to high
density

Described as
weak
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Flamborough
Ck

Entered chalk White Chalk
at
with marker
34.00 m
marl seams
and inclined
50.00 m EoB conjugate jts
No
geophysics
BOREHOLE L16A
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck
at 29.30 m
with marker
marl seams
50.20 m EoB and inclined
conjugate jts
No
geophysics

BOREHOLE L18
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck
at 31.40 m
with marker
marl seams
54.80 m EoB & tilestones
and inclined
conjugate jts

BOREHOLE
Top cores
Flamborough
Ck; Then
Burnham
below 26.0 m

M01
Marine BHs
Entered chalk White Chalk
at 14.90 m
with marker
marl seams
36.70 m EoB flint bands
below 26.00
m some
marker flints

Described
as medium
to high
density

Described as
very weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
very weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
very weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
very weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Good
geophysics
BOREHOLE
Top cores
Flamborough
Ck; Then
Burnham
below 32.0 m

M02
Entered chalk White Chalk
at 9.20 m
with marker
marl seams
44.00 m EoB flint bands
below 32.00
m some
marker flints
lot of core
loss

BOREHOLE M03
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Top cores
Flamborough
Ck; Then
Burnham
below 33.0 m

Entered chalk White Chalk
at 17.30 m
with marker
marl seams
49.50 m EoB flint bands
below 33.00
m some
marker flints
and core loss
Good
geophysics
BOREHOLE M04
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck; Then
at 21.10 m
with marker
possible
marl seams
Burnham
42.15 m EoB and inclined
below 35.0 m
conjugate jts
light grey
flints
towards base
No
geophysics
BOREHOLE M05***
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 17.10 m
with marker
marl seams
42.00 m EoB and inclined
conjugate jts
good
geophysics

BOREHOLE
Flamborough
Ck; Then
possible
Burnham
below 43.0 m

M06**
Entered chalk White Chalk
at 11.20 m
with marker
marl seams
50.30 m EoB and inclined
conjugate jts
good
geophysics

BOREHOLE M07**
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 11.90 m
with marker
marl seams
42.45 m EoB and inclined
conjugate jts
good
geophysics

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
very weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
very weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
very weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak
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BOREHOLE M08
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 16.80 m
with marker
marl seams
40.00 m EoB and inclined
conjugate jts
good
geophysics

BOREHOLE M09
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 12.20 m
with marker
marl seams
42.10 m EoB Thin
tilestones
and inclined
conjugate jts
no
geophysics
BOREHOLE M10
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 10.30 m
with marker
marl seams
38.15 m EoB Thin
tilestones
and inclined
conjugate jts
good
geophysics
BOREHOLE M11***
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 9.40 m
with marker
Note fossils,
marl seams
trace fossils
45.50 m EoB Thin
and unusual
tilestones
beds on image
and inclined
logs
conjugate jts

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak

NO LOG
Good core
photos

NO LOG
Good core
photos

good
geophysics
BOREHOLE M12
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 13.00 m
with marker
marl seams
36.10 m EoB Thin
tilestones
and inclined
conjugate jts

NO LOG
Good core
photos
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good
geophysics
BOREHOLE M13
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 9.14 m
with marker
marl seams
34.00 m EoB Thin
tilestones
and inclined
conjugate jts

Described
as medium
to high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density and
very high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density and
very high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak

Described
as medium
to high
density and
very high
density
becoming
generally
high
density

Described as
extremely
weak, very
weak to
weak;
generally
weak

no
geophysics
BOREHOLE M14
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 15.20 m
with marker
marl seams
37.00 m EoB Thin
tilestones
and inclined
conjugate jts
no
geophysics
BOREHOLE M19
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 5.50 m
with marker
marl seams
Bed with shell 51.40 m EoB Thin
fragments
tilestones
and inclined
conjugate jts
no
geophysics
BOREHOLE M20
Flamborough Entered chalk White Chalk
Ck;
at 15.60 m
with marker
marl seams
Bed with shell 45.00 m EoB Thin
fragments
tilestones
and inclined
conjugate jts

no
geophysics
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APPENDIX 1
HUMBER PIPELINE REPLACEMENT PROJECT
CORE-LOGS
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